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Object detection by grouping partial perception phanges

Nicolae Constantinescu

Abstract. This paper deals with exhibiting and classifying objects along an image sequence.
Motion is considered through the image sequence, leading to a frame by frame analysis. We

first review a set of methods to detect mobile objects, knowing that our intended perception

model is to include colour and get robust the acquisition of flickering images. Objects are
being detected due to the visual variances of observer’s perceptions: different segments of

the image string are compared. The core of the image-analysis process deals with defining

methods to reveal object structures. These methods piece together tasks of detecting new
objects, grouping them, identifying the objects distribution along the scene. All contribute to

eliminating collateral information.
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1. Introduction

The end goal of the study described in this paper is to discard uninteresting objects
efficiently from a dynamic scene. An image is classically defined here as an array of
points C(i,j), where a colour measure C is assigned to every position (i,j). A region in
this image is a 4-connected set of pixels showing a given common property. In Image
Processing many region extraction techniques use some statistical analysis, ranging
from mere histogram identification to sophisticated clustering, to set relations be-
tween frame subparts. These techniques may thus be associated to progressive merge
from pixel up to connected components or to tentative straight component extraction
based on splitting techniques from image down to components. A dynamic frame is
numerically a sequence of time-indexed static frames, giving access to information
about the object’s dynamics. Here again the trace of image parts can stem from a
statistical analysis of the image − or image sub-sequence − data e.g. based on the
associated histograms. After the article by J.L. Muerle and D.C. Allen ([1]), many
approaches were proposed based on block segmentation and histogram analysis to
raise synthetic information on grey levels (according to [2, 4]). Unlike such classic
approaches, in this article we foster a combined colour nuance detection mechanism
which applies better in the case of flicker. The aim of this research part is to define
object classes and for each newly found structure to decide whether it is part of an
already defined class or it initiates a new class to be defined. For an existing class,
the detected structure should be provided with a probability that it already belongs
to the object database or it is a new object in that class.
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2. Describing the study

Our approach consists of splitting each and every image of the sequence into re-
gions. Each region has attached a certain set of informations. Based on this infor-
mation, objects in the frame are exhibited and analysed following a scheme similar
to the one by Sharat Chandran and Naga Kiran ([5]). Transformed histograms are
first generated for each part of the image. They are then compared aiming to iden-
tify the transformation between images translating the dynamics in their sequence.
Comparing is achieved by measuring the correlation degree between the transformed
histograms computed on blocks at similar positions along the sequence (1..n) and with
the same in image n + 1 (for details, see [6]). Based on the correlation degrees, the
system decides the zones where the new structures belong. These structures become
candidates to be matched with a new object. Through this process, new informa-
tional structures associated with objects are dynamically added. A few properties
of theirs are instantiated along the process, further contributing to object compar-
ison and classification. The latter method thus achieves the conversion of observed
changing zones into a classification of informational structures that appeared along a
passed picture sequence, with reference to the current picture (or a set of most recent
pictures). Afterwards, informational classes will be defined, so called objects, thanks
to an object comparison function. Let be (I1, I2, ..., In), a picture sequence acquired
from an observation point. We consider colour images unlike classical approaches,
Mohan M. Trivedi and Charles A. Harlow and Richard W. Conners and Semoon ar-
ticle ([8]). I(n+1) is the last image, from the same view-point, Sameer Singh and
Markos Markou article ([9]).

3. Analysis and proposed method

3.1. Model construction. Let be I1 the first image of the first frame. To this
image will be applied both a geometric scale change transformation and a colour
translation of the initial palette into a colour scale adapted to the processing power
of the system (according to Nikoletta Bassiou and Constantine Kotropoulos article,
[10]). h(rez) × v(rez) will be the new resolution and hdeep the colour depth which the
image is coded with. The image is divided into analysis cells, obtained by horizontal
and vertical image splitting, like in Figure 1.

In this way, the image will be made of m× n rectangular neighbour cells, marked
as

θ1(i,j), (1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n) (1)

We define the histograms bound to zones (i, j) as h1(i,j), (1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n), ob-

tained by averaging frequencies, and also the associated histogram LRS : H1
(i,j), (1 ≤

i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n). Each histogram h1(i,j), (1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n) brings out a

transformed histogram, ht(i,j), by combining histogram classes in the transformation

function Θ, to decrease the informational noise: the collateral information is reduced
in flattening the values which have a large dispersion. The object’s database is empty
at start.
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Figure 1. Sppliting scheme.

3.2. Parameter computation. The basic histogram and the even-minded histogram
are computed for colour l according to

htθ(i,j)(l) =

hs∑
k1=1

vs∑
k2=1

ωθ(k1,k2)
(l), (2)

httθ(i,j)(l) =
htθ(i,j)(l)√

(
∑hdeep

l=0 ht(i,j)(l))/hdeep

(3)

where ωl(k1,k2) is 1 when the value of the colour from (k1, k2) is equal to l and to

0 otherwise. From here, the histogram associated with the θ(i,j) cell gets the form

htθ(i,j) =
{
htθ(i,j)(l)

}
0≤l≤hdeep

. This represents the collection of histograms for each

colour from the associated palette [0− hdeep].

3.3. Analysing frames. Let be δ
(t,t+1)
(i,j) (l) the value of the frame-to-frame difference

It / It+1, for the colour value l. A cell will be considered candidate to he next group-
analysis step (according to Kazunori Onoguchi article, [13]), if it shows a colour value
greater than ξ1 with difference bigger than a value ξ2. The correlation level will be
defined for such cells, as

L
(t+1)
(i,j) = max

(
L
(t+1)
1(i,j), L

(t+1)
2(i,j)

)
, (4)
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where

L1 =

∑hdeep

d=0

∣∣∣(h(t+1)
(i,j)

)
d
−
(
h
(t)
(i,j)

)
d

∣∣∣√∑hdeep

d=0

(
h
(t+1)
(i,j)

)2
d

√∑hdeep

d=0

(
h
(t)
(i,j)

)2
d

, (5)

L2 =

∑hdeep

d=0

∣∣∣(h(t+1)
(i,j)

)
d
−
(
h
(t)
(i,j)

)
d

∣∣∣√∑
dδ

(
h
(t+1)
(i,j)

)2
d

√∑
dδ

(
h
(t)
(i,j)

)2
d

(6)

dδ is assumed to be a very small a number which represents the histogram change. A
cell will belong to the group M (group of cells which makes objects by construction)
if it is a candidate cell and the correlation level is higher than a value ξ3. The values
ξ1,2,3 are preset from experience results.

3.4. Object management. Let beM an aggregation of cells as previously defined.
For each cell, a grouping algorithm will be applied, to construct zones of associated
cells. Clustering the cells is constrained by the adjacency rule. A zone of candidate
neighbours is first defined for each cell. The optimal group where a cell belongs de-
pends on the so called attraction-point rule. It leads to build clustered zones composed
of both grouped cells and cells included in a minimal wrapping rectangle (Zisheng Cao
and Feng Chen and Youtian Du, [14]). An histogram is assigned to each zone as fol-

lows: hzk(l) =
∑p
v=1 h

(t+1)
(i,j) (l)

(i,j)∈zk
represents the histogram associated with the zk

zone for the l nuance in the color scale [0 − hdeep]. The histogram associated to a
zone for the whole spectrum is thus defined as:hzk = {hzk(l)} l ∈ {1, 2, . . . hdeep}
The feature relevant to each zone is its associated histogram.

Figure 2. Grouping Cells. (a) When cells are well grouped the
related regions are created without ambiguity. (b) Isolated cells: The
decision to group such cells is taken after the previous frames, the
current cell differences not being decisive enough. (c) Isolated Cell:
In the case of only one isolated cell it is merely ignored. (d) Isolated
cells only : in the case when the majority of cells are isolated the
decision from the current frame comparison is taken after a number
of previous frames, and delayed to next frame.

Throughout the process above objects from the database can be characterised
accounting for the images of a video sequence. In this way, an Oi object is assigned to
each zone. At each frame, an object may be added if the zone by which it is exhibited
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shows distances to already existing objects in the database greater than a value ξ4
- again preset after experimental identification, which can applied to automate the
studies from [7, 11]. The comparison between zones is performed in a similar way as
of the cells, Θ(ζzk , Lzk), where Lzk is the correlation function computed over the zone
zk.

4. Results

We implemented the techniques detailed above in a real time framework. A set
of two dozen scenes was tested. Test sequences deal with flickered movies and the
application extracts parts which are actually moving to construct an object structure
out of them. The results can be shown in figure 3.

Figure 3. Object on the move. Flickered Perception Case. (a) Clas-
sical detection, based on the sole perception changes. (b1) Detection
by our techniques. In the case of brief data (at this stage, the second
part of the techniques do not get enough information to work, and
the results show more ”perceptions noise”). (b2) In the case of an
object data base, the detection is finer and noise is reduced. (c) The
evolution of the ”false perception” number for the tested frames.

4.1. Case study. According to figure 3, when the noise detection is not active as
in (a), any perception change is detected from a flickered source. By triggering the
flicker detection on, we eliminate perceptions due to image flickering (b1). After a
number of runs (denoted by numbOfScans) and object classes clustering, the frame
by frame analysis improves the ”true detection” to ”false perception” ratio (b2). The
number of runs, numbOfScans, depends by the quality of analysed image. In 3 (c)
the evolution of the ”false perception” number is sketched, this scheme can be applied
to automate the studies from [3, 12]. It shows that, after a while - once the structure
collection in the database is achieved to a satisfactory level for the given image and
dynamics- it stabilises.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper was presented a technique to detect and classify moving objects
despite a flickered capture. Were combined histograms analysis for long and short
frame-sequences, with perceptual zones classification. The novelty relies on the way
to compare zones and the way colour is handled to eliminate ”false perceptions” for
the same structures. That way flicker splits from real moving objects for them to
be detected. Based on the current results, the future work is to adapt our process
from flicker to moving view angle. The end application is a real-time understanding
of the object behaviour from the dynamic objects-classification in the case of a scene
perceived by a moving car.
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